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The objectives were to gain information about the current state of raw material inventory and 

to identify inventory materials for which inventory management should be improved. A 

hypothesis was that there is a group of materials for which the current inventory management 

method does not work optimally, and order-based inventory management could be a solution. 

This thesis was conducted with a case study method, and the research design was descriptive. 

The thesis consists of two main parts: theoretical and empirical sections. The theoretical section 

includes a literature review. Empirical section includes current state analysis where quantitative 

data was analyzed with graphical technique, creation of scenarios, and simulation. Data sources 

were the ERP, reporting and document management systems. Data analytics platform was used 

for data model creation, graphical analysis, and simulation. 

 

Three documented inventory management methods were identified, and in addition to them, 

there was a group of materials that had no actual and documented method. All four groups were 

analyzed by material quantity, inventory value in euros, consumption in euros, stockturn, and 

material delivery time in days. Two out of four are performing well, but all groups have 

something to improve. In the scenario development phase, 947 potential materials were found 

for order-based inventory management simulation, and three scenarios were created. In two out 

of three scenarios, the working capital release will be significant and worth changing the 

inventory management method. In the simulation, scenario 1 turned out the most potential, and 

the next step could be planning and implementing an order-based inventory management 

method for that group of materials. In scenario 1, time to inventory value decrease was fast, 

only four months. That makes it a suitable candidate for implementation because results can be 

seen and validated fast. It will also give an inventory management method for the broadest 

number of manually controlled materials. 
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Diplomityön tavoitteena oli tunnistaa ja saada ymmärrystä käytössä olevista varastonhallinta-

menetelmistä yrityksessä sekä tunnistaa nimikkeitä, joille nykyiset menetelmät eivät toimi 

parhaalla mahdollisella tavalla. Hypoteesina oli, että joillekin nimikkeille tilausohjautuva 

varastonhallintamenetelmä voisi sopia nykyisiä menetelmiä paremmin. Tutkimusmenetelmänä 

käytettiin tapaustutkimusta kuvailevalla otteella. Työ muodostuu kahdesta pääosasta: 

teoreettisesta ja empiirisestä osasta. Teoreettisen ymmärryksen saavuttamiseksi tehtiin 

kirjallisuuskatsaus, jonka ydinalueena oli tilausohjautuva tuotanto ja siihen liittyvä 

varastonhallinta. Empiirisessä osassa kvantitatiivinen data analysoitiin graafisesti ja luotiin 

kolme skenaariota, joille simuloitiin tilausohjautuvan varastonhallinnan käyttöönotto. Työssä 

käytetty data saatiin toiminnanohjaus-, raportointi- ja dokumenttienhallintajärjestelmistä. 

Analyysiin ja simulaatioon käytettiin data-analytiikkaohjelmaa.  

 

Kolme käytössä olevaa ja dokumentoitua varastonhallintamenetelmää tunnistettiin ja näiden 

lisäksi oli suuri joukko nimikkeitä, joiden hallintaan ei ole varsinaista menetelmää. Neljän 

ryhmän ominaispiirteet analysoitiin materiaalimäärän, varaston arvon, kulutuksen, 

varastonkierron ja kokonaistoimitusajan avulla kahden vuoden ajalta. Kaksi neljästä 

menetelmästä toimii hyvin, mutta kaikista ryhmistä löydettiin kehityskohteita. Skenaarioihin 

valikoitui 947 potentiaalista nimikettä, jotka voisivat hyötyä varastonhallintamenetelmän 

muutoksesta. Kahdessa kolmesta skenaariosta käyttöpääoman vapautuminen oli merkittävää. 

Simulaation perusteella skenaario 1 osoittautui potentiaalisimmaksi ja seuraava vaihe voisi olla 

tilausohjautuvan varastonhallintamenetelmän suunnittelu ja toteutus kyseiselle nimike-

ryhmälle. Nimikkeiden tällä hetkellä sitoma pääoma vapautuisi neljässä kuukaudessa 

skenaariossa 1, jonka takia se olisi hyvä kandidaatti muutokselle, koska tuloksia voitaisiin 

arvioida nopeasti. Lisäksi skenaario 1 sisältää eniten nimikkeitä, joille ei vielä ole varsinaista 

varastonhallintamenetelmää. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

Inventories are an essential part of a well-functioning business. Inventory management policy 

is selected to reflect the operating environment in which the company operates, and it has a 

significant role also in supply chain strategy (Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010). Especially in 

manufacturing environments ensuring raw materials at correct amount and time and in best 

price and right quality is crucial (Rushton et al., 2017).  Inventory management controls 

material flows and working capital tied up in the inventory. Basic task in inventory management 

is controlling cycle and safety stocks. (Anon, 2021)  

 

For manufacturing and retail companies inventory costs are the major logistics cost (Rushton 

et al., 2017). In US approximately 33 % of logistics cost is formed by holding inventories in 

2006 (Williams & Tokar, 2008). Inventories tie up working capital and therefore lower 

inventory value is usually wanted. Optimization of supply chain is one way to achieve that. It 

means that stock levels are kept to a minimum in all levels of supply chain with good 

communication and design. Some stock must be kept ensuring material availability. (Anon, 

2021) To hold sufficient but not excessive stock levels, companies must understand the reasons 

behind stock keeping. Reasons are often economical such as buying cost savings or keeping 

production cost down. Also, reasons can be demand related such as need to respond to 

fluctuations of markets or keeping customer promises. (Rushton et al., 2017) 

 

Today, data and analytics are crucial part of companies’ decision making. Decision making is 

becoming more complex and it needs involvement of more stakeholders. Data and analytics 

can give clarity to opaque considerations and make decision making more effective, trusted, 

and reliable. Good decision making gives company an advantage over competitors. (Rollings, 

2021) It is not easy for large and historical companies to become data-driven and adopt new 

ways of working and decision making. It might need a change in technologies used and even 

more importantly a culture change. These changes are long-term process. (Bean, 2021) 

 

Research and advisory company Gartner have listed trends in field of data and analytics. 

Organizations are dealing with uncertainty and disruptive changes in working environments. 
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Data and analytics are becoming as a core function and importance of data and analytics usage 

understood better. Traditional dashboard and predefined analytics solutions are moving forward 

to dynamically generated insights customized to user needs. This will help anyone in the 

organization to use data and find information about interesting point of views. Also, solutions 

are developing fast and that enables more real-time solutions. (Panetta, 2021) 

 

This research focuses on studying the inventory management of the case company with data 

analytical approach. The case company is a local division of a multinational corporation. It is 

operating in fields of the process industry, infrastructure & utility, transportation, and renewable 

energy. The business is strongly project driven. 

 

The case company has identified possibilities to improve inventory stockturn and free up 

working capital tied up in the inventory. When the inventory management methods currently in 

use have been developed, their operating principles have been designed to serve several 

operational units due to organizational structures. The specific features of individual 

operational units have not been considered. Also, educational cooperation has shown same kind 

of results when students analyzed inventory data. To be able to improve correct things, the case 

company wanted a data-based analysis of the inventory management current state. The analysis 

should support inventory management development and it must consider the specificities of 

project-oriented business where products are highly customized for customers. 

 

1.2 Research Objectives and Scope 

The objective of the thesis is twofold. First objective is to gain information about current state 

of raw material inventory and second is to identify inventory materials for which inventory 

management should be improved. Hypothesis is that there is a group of materials for which the 

current inventory management method does not work optimally, and order-based inventory 

management could be a solution. To test the hypothesis, it is necessary to identify the groups 

and create scenarios from which to assess its validity. 

 

Theoretical knowledge helps to understand practical challenges. That can be achieved with 

literature review on project-oriented production environments, accurately described on 

inventory management in engineering-to-order (ETO) production. Also, the case company is 
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interested in theoretical knowledge from scientific research done on inventory management in 

a similar operating environment to support future development actions. This topic is delimited 

by the case company’s own experts with their own expertise and sightings. It is important to 

notice that the case company is 1st tier of value chain. It means that case company is a supplier 

of items for bigger projects. Often in literature the focus is on the final project e.g. ship, 

windmill, or construction project. This poses its own challenge in finding suitable academic 

studies and related material can be used where applicable. 

 

In literature, operations management is the general concept that includes other topics under the 

scope of the thesis. Under operations management, production and inventory management are 

the important concepts in which the project-oriented perspective is studied. This study will 

focus especially on the engineer-to-order perspective from these general concepts. In Figure 1, 

main concepts and their placements are visualized. 

 

 

Figure 1. Literatures and their placements 

 

To meet the objectives three research questions were identified: 

 

RQ1:  What kind of special features are required for inventory management in the ETO 

environment? 

Operations 
Management

Production 
Management

Inventory 
Management

Inventory 
Management 

in Engineer-to-
Order 

Production
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RQ2:  What are the current inventory management methods and how have they 

performed? 

 

RQ3:  How to categorize and describe inventory materials and could some category 

benefit order-driven inventory management method? 

 

The first research question directs the thesis on the literature and that will give knowledge from 

the subject. The second research question relates to data analysis. Inventory data is analyzed to 

understand of what the current state of the inventory is. The third question helps to identify 

materials for which the hypothesis of order-driven inventory management could be tested.  

 

1.3 Research Method and Data 

This thesis is conducted with a case study method and it consist of two main parts: theoretical 

and empirical sections. A case study is a thorough research on the subject in a real-life 

environment (Saunders et al., 2015). Research design is descriptive. Intention of descriptive 

research is to obtain accurate description of the situation and it has obvious place in business 

and management research (Saunders et al., 2015). In this thesis, a case study subject is the 

inventory management of the case company, and with one objective be understanding the 

current situation, is a descriptive design suitable. 

 

Theoretical section includes literature review which is divided into three main sections: 

production management, inventory management and ETO production and inventory 

management. Theoretical section follows the structure of Figure 1. Theoretical material is 

collected from academic literature of operations management, scientific articles collected from 

databases, and internet sources. Internet sources are such as websites of well-known traditional 

research and advisory company and a professional website published and updated by 

foundation.  

 

A potential business development action done with data is scenario planning. Functional leaders 

can use scenario planning to develop strategic actions in frequently changing environment. 

Scenarios are believable and consistent descriptions of futures. When developing scenarios 
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implications for the functions need to be defined and diversity of participants in development 

is a benefit. (Wiles, 2020) 

 

Empirical section forms of two parts. First part is current state analysis where quantitative data 

is analyzed with graphical technique. Second part is creation of scenarios and simulation. The 

case company’s master data management of inventory data is done in enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) system. Reporting is done with Power BI and the inventory report is updated 

monthly. Data sources for the whole empirical section are the ERP system, Power BI report and 

SharePoint. Raw data is collected in several Excel-files. There are two types of data: historical 

data and forecast data. Historical data is used for data analysis and the observation period is two 

years. Forecast data is used for simulation and the observation period is nine months in the 

future. Qlik Sense Desktop is used for data model creation, graphical analysis, and simulation. 

 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis is formed by five main chapters. Structure of the thesis is gathered in Table 1 as an 

input-output chart. In the first chapter, introduction, the background is described, scope is 

defined, and the study is placed in the research field. Second chapter focuses on theoretical 

knowledge and gaining information from literature, articles, and internet sources in field of 

operations management. Literature review will focus on inventory management of engineering-

to-order production as much as possible.  

 

Third chapter describes data processing including description of data, data sources, and 

limitations. Fourth chapter focuses on data analysis of current state and contains simulations of 

inventory management method change for three scenarios of materials. Current inventory 

management methods will be mapped and explained. Measurements for analysis are defined 

and analyzed over time and inventory management method. Based on analysis three scenarios 

for simulation will be created and simulation conducted.  

 

In fifth chapter suggestions based on data analysis for inventory management development are 

described and it concludes the study, summarizes answers to the research questions and 

evaluates reliability of the thesis and suggest the next steps. 
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Table 1. Structure of the thesis 

Input Chapter Output 

Background and motivations 

for the thesis. 

Chapter 1: Introduction Research objectives and scope, 

methods and data, and structure 

of the thesis. 

Literature, articles, and internet 

sources in the field of 

operations management 

focusing on engineer-to-order 

production and inventory 

management. 

Chapter 2: Literature review Understanding of operations, 

inventory and production 

management in project-oriented 

environment and inventory 

management in engineering-to-

order production as a special 

focus area. 

Quantitative data collected from 

ERP system, Power BI report 

and SharePoint.  

Chapter 3: Data Processing Data model for analysis. 

Data model and information 

about engineer-to-order 

production and inventory 

management from literature 

review. 

Chapter 4: Analysis and Results Descriptive information about 

current inventory management 

methods and materials. Three 

scenarios for simulation and 

results. 

Information and results gained 

from literature, data analysis 

and simulation. 

Chapter 5: Conclusions Answers to the research 

questions, evaluation of 

reliability and suggestions for 

next steps. Proposals for 

inventory management 

development. Limitation and 

future work, theoretical and 

managerial contributions. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Production Management 

Companies have many processes that leads to delivering finishes good or services to customers 

and managing these processes is called operations management (Greasley, 2008). Main idea of 

operations management is to change materials and labor into the products or services for 

customers as efficiently as possible. Operations management has a long history, it is constantly 

developing and generally used in various sectors of business (Greasley, 2008; Ren, 2020). 

Traditional areas of operations management are e.g. production planning, inventory 

management, supply chain management, logistics and project management (Gaur et al., 2020). 

In this thesis the focus area is manufacturing side of operations management and that is called 

production management (Anil Kumar & Suresh, 2009). 

 

Operations management actions are planning, organizing, and controlling (Figure 2). Planning 

action are guiding company in future decision-making. (Anil Kumar & Suresh, 2009) Decision 

making related to operation management requires cooperation of multiple stakeholders. (Ren, 

2020) Organizing is determining activities and performers to achieve planned goals. 

Controlling is ensuring that actual performance is on the level with the planned one. To be able 

to achieve controlling objectives is important to control measures such as cost, quality, and 

schedules. (Anil Kumar & Suresh, 2009) Operation management have important role in 

strategic development beside the everyday operational responsibilities (Greasley, 2008).  

 

 

Figure 2. Operations management actions. 

 

Planning

OrganisingControlling
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Production management has been a term for actions focusing on efficient manufacturing since 

1930s. It is about managing all activities related to production. Objectives of production 

management is to ensure that quality, quantity, time, and cost are on correct level.  (Anil Kumar 

& Suresh, 2009) 

 

Production and supply chain strategies must strategically be aligned with market requirement 

and the customer order decoupling point (CODP) is important input when designing these 

operations (Olhager, 2010). Importance of CODP is emphasized by Rushton et al. (2017) 

because it is also a starting point for inventory management policy design. The placement of 

the CODP is traditional way to identify different production strategies and it is the point where 

production is associated with a specific customer order (Gosling & Naim, 2009; Olhager, 2010).  

 

From supply chain point of view, literature describes at least six different supply chain 

structures and the CODP distinguishes them from each other. Typically, same CODP is in use 

for the whole supply chain (Olhager, 2010). Four of these structures are the basic option and 

most common in production management also: engineer-to-order (ETO), make-to-order 

(MTO), assemble-to-order (ATO) and make-to-stock (MTS). Before the CODP forecast 

planning is used and after CODP production is straight for the customer. (Gosling & Naim, 

2009; Sjobakk Borge et al., 2015) Placement of CODP in different situations has been described 

in Figure 3. Often manufacturing companies are using several of these methods as taxonomy is 

broad and imprecise (Sjobakk Borge et al., 2015). In terms of the thesis scope and for the case 

company the ETO and MTO strategies are the most relevant.  

 

 

Figure 3. Placement of customer order decoupling point (Olhager, 2010) 
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Simply put, in ETO production, product volumes are small, and their customization is high. 

Unambiguous and clear definition of ETO environment is still not done. When defining 

engineering-to-order production, most common definition is that the production is linked to a 

customer order and the decoupling point is at the design stage. (Gosling & Naim, 2009; Willner 

et al., 2016) ETO production is often described as project-oriented or one-of-a-kind and it 

relates to complex project environments and capital goods (Gosling & Naim, 2009). ETO 

production is varying from highly to moderate customization and it can share some 

characteristics with MTO production (Willner et al., 2016). In this thesis the ETO production 

is linked to customer order and the production process including design starts only after the 

customer order is received. In chapter 2.3 ETO production is described in more detail because 

it is relevant production strategy for this thesis. 

 

Make-to-order (MTO) production is initiated by customer order and products are customized 

for customer’s specific need. There is no inventory for finished goods in MTO production 

because delivery is done directly after production is completed. Benefits of MTO production 

are decreased inventory costs and risk to vulnerability. MTO production is often mixed with 

make-to-stock production. (Oguz et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013) MTO production don’t 

include specific design of the product whereas ETO does and products are typically done with 

standard set of components (Manzini & Urgo, 2018). 

 

Other common, but not that important for the case company, production management methods 

are assembly-to-order (ATO) and make-to-stock (MTS). In ATO production customer need is 

met by combining some pre-assembled modules with other products. Materials can be from 

stock or some might need to produced first. (Rushton et al., 2017) When MTS strategy is in 

place, production begins before the order arrives and finishes goods are stocked in inventory. 

It is suitable for mass production where products are standardized. (Zhang et al., 2013)  

 

2.2 Inventory Management 

One definition of inventory is “Those stocks or items used to support production, supporting 

activities, and customer service” (Shenoy & Rosas, 2018). Many of researchers agreed that the 

purpose of inventories is to work as a buffer between supply and demand (Anil Kumar & 

Suresh, 2009; Rushton et al., 2017; Williams & Tokar, 2008).  
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In manufacturing environment inventories hold raw materials, unfinished goods, and finished 

goods. Time of storing materials depend on cycle time of manufacturing. (Anil Kumar & 

Suresh, 2009) Inventory by itself can be categorize into raw materials, work-in-process and 

finished good. There are several types of inventories, and they have different roles. Inventories 

can be divided into the following types: anticipation stock, cycle stock, pipeline stock and 

decoupling stock. Anticipation stock is for the future needs. As an example, it can be stock for 

seasonal product or a larger stock than needed in near future when is expected that the raw 

material costs are increasing. Cycle stock is for the demand between orders on supplier. The 

cycle stock is created by ordering materials in batches, which derive benefits of economies of 

scale. Pipeline stock is the part of inventory materials that is on the way from their suppliers, 

and it is also called replenishment lead time. Decoupling stock is type of safety stock and it is 

used in between operations to smoothen workflow and minimize the impact of fluctuations. 

(Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010; Shenoy & Rosas, 2018) Beside categories described, safety stock 

is an important stock type. Safety stock is used to cover fluctuations in demand. (Rushton et al., 

2017) 

 

Inventory costs are one of the most significant logistic cost types for many manufacturing and 

retail companies (Rushton et al., 2017) and costs are affected directly and indirectly by selected 

inventory management method (Sheikh-Zadeh et al., 2021). Inventory costs consist of many 

factors such as purchasing, carrying or holding, and stockout (Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010).  

 

Purchasing costs arise from the purchase of components, raw materials, supplies and 

equipment. Carrying cost is formed when supply exceeds the demand and materials are stored 

in stock. (Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010) Holding cost consist of four elements: capital cost, service 

cost, storage cost and risk cost. Largest of those is capital cost which is the cost of physical 

stock. Service cost are expenses of administration and insurance. Storage cost forms of actual 

warehouse and other space cost. Risk cost is the risk of scrapping the product in stock. These 

risks are not always considered at an adequate level. (Rushton et al., 2017) Stockouts causes 

costs by production interruption and delays for lead time. Stockout can have implications for 

whole supply chain. (Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010)  
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There are five common methods how to assign cost value to inventory: first-in-first-out (FIFO), 

last-in-last-out (LIFO), average cost method, specific cost method and standard cost method 

(Müller, 2011). In this thesis average cost method is used. That means inventory value is defined 

by using an average unit cost for all materials available.  

 

The function of inventory control is to determine what, when and how much to order (Anil 

Kumar & Suresh, 2009). Inventory control is important to avoid unbalanced or excessive 

inventory and it is balancing between service level, inventory budget and delivery lead time 

(Figure 4) (Radke & Tseng, 2012). Often goal is to reduce cycle stocks and increase the 

stockturn. That also increases the risk of stock out to occur. To avoid decrease of customer 

satisfaction, the increase of safety stock levels is often needed. (Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010)  

 

 

Figure 4. Factors affecting inventory management (Radke & Tseng, 2012) 

 

Key factors of inventory control system are frequency of inventory status reviews, timing of 

replenishment and order size optimization (Shenoy & Rosas, 2018). In inventory control “When 

to order?” question is called order level and “How much to order” question is called order 

quantity (Anil Kumar & Suresh, 2009). 

 

In this thesis inventory management means basically inventory control. There are different 

methods how to control quantity of materials stocked and main idea of all to define when and 

how much to order each material. 

 

Inventory control technique selection is depending on type of business and how large is the 

inventory in numbers of items and in amount of money (Anil Kumar & Suresh, 2009). The 
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larger the stock, the more useful it is to specify an inventory control method for groups of items 

by their characteristics, rather than for each individual item (Rosetti & Achlerkar, 2011). 

Inventory control techniques are evolving, and big data approaches are adapted in use. As an 

example, in data-driven methods inventory data can be used to make predictions or to create 

decision support models. (Choi et al., 2018) 

 

One of the most used technique is the ABC analysis (Anil Kumar & Suresh, 2009). Main idea 

of ABC analysis is to understand what items to stock (Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010). In ABC 

analysis and other inventory segmentation techniques the idea is to classify items based on 

important attributes, and then assign controlling policy for each class (Anil Kumar & Suresh, 

2009; Rosetti & Achlerkar, 2011). Benefits and reasons behind of ABC analysis is its simplicity 

and apprehensibility (Ng, 2007; Sheikh-Zadeh et al., 2021). Behind ABC analysis is the Pareto 

principle which is also called 80/20 rule, where 80 % of selected variable is formed by 20 % of 

items (Anon, 2021; Ng, 2007). Rest of the items are forming groups B, C and D with pre-

defined shares. Other rules that 80/20 can be used and the number of groups can be higher. A 

XYZ analysis can be performed to compliment ABC analysis. In XYZ analysis another attribute 

is used than in ABC analysis. It is common to use variability as attribute of XYZ analysis. With 

combined ABC/XYZ analysis item groups can be evaluated with several variables. (Anon, 

2021)  

 

ABC analysis is criticized for its limited number of attributes that can be used in classification 

(Rosetti & Achlerkar, 2011) and that it often ignores item related key performance indicators 

such as fill rate, lead time and order frequency (Sheikh-Zadeh et al., 2021). As a result, there 

may be too large differences within the classes and the inventory management method chosen 

for the class may not be optimal for all items in a class (Rosetti & Achlerkar, 2011). Many 

multiple criteria ABC analysis methods are developed, but when the number of attributes is 

increasing so is the complexity too (Ng, 2007). 

 

Some inventory management models created are based on assumption that demand is 

deterministic. Deterministic demand means constantly known demand and that makes model 

creation easier. This assumption helps to solve the model, but it can make validity of the model 

less useful. Opposite to deterministic demand is stochastic demand. Stochastic demand means 
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that demand is unknown and frequently changing. (Williams & Tokar, 2008) In real life ETO 

companies are facing lots of demand uncertainty (Sjobakk Borge et al., 2015). When an ETO 

company chooses an inventory management method, it is important to be aware of the 

theoretical background of the method and try to choose the most appropriate stochastic method 

for the situation. 

 

2.3 Inventory Management in Engineer-to-Order Production 

Importance of ETO production is increasing in markets (Gosling & Naim, 2009). Customer 

specific need for certain kind of product causes ETO companies to execute unique engineering 

or significant customization (Sjobakk Borge et al., 2015). ETO companies are operating in 

project specific environment (Gosling & Naim, 2009) where markets are often mature, and the 

competition is hard (Sjobakk Borge et al., 2015). In ETO markets, the delivery performance 

and ability to understand customer needs, are key competitive factors (Hicks et al., 2000; Mello 

et al., 2017). Hence, in many companies must make decision between service level, inventory 

budget and delivery lead time (Radke & Tseng, 2012). 

 

Dimension that makes ETO companies special are products, processes, and markets. Common 

for all dimension is uncertainty and risk that can be time, technical or financial. Time risk relates 

to a situation where engineering or manufacturing takes more time than estimated. Technical 

risk relates to a situation where product is too complex, and it requires more engineering. From 

these risks may appear financial risk because the costs are higher than estimated. Products of 

ETO companies are complex and they consist of many components. Often products are one-of-

a-kind and highly customized with mix of customized and standard components. Also, product 

range is wide, and it frequently changes. ETO companies operates in wide range of markets and 

industries and are facing uncertainty in demand and product mix. Challenges are in estimation 

and planning. When using data for estimation and forecasting, problem is bad quality of 

historical data, due to nature of ETO. (Sjobakk Borge et al., 2015) These characteristics of ETO 

lead to increase costs (Mello et al., 2017). 

 

Inventory management and CODP are linked. Usually, the CODP is the last stock keeping point 

and delivery promises are based on stock availability at that point. After CODP delivery time 

depends on lead time and capacity of operations. (Olhager, 2010) What makes inventory 
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planning difficult in ETO environment is the CODP in design stage. Engineering of the product 

starts after customer order is placed and lot of work is done before the bill-of-material (BOM) 

can be finalized. If BOM include some bottleneck parts, that have long lead time, it might be 

difficult to fulfil required delivery times. (Radke & Tseng, 2012) Also Sjobakk et al. (2015) 

highlights the importance of material management to be able to keep due dates and customer 

satisfaction. Beside these findings, demand fluctuations make inventory management difficult 

in ETO environment (Radke & Tseng, 2012).  

 

As a solution to inventory management difficulties, companies increase inventory level at the 

expense of financial resources. Accurate inventory budget control to decide right quantity of 

stock and stocking points is key element of good ETO inventory management. (Radke & Tseng, 

2012) Sjobakk et al. (2015) suggest that ETO companies should measure how well material 

management is carried out and measurement should be designed especially to ETO 

environment. Sjobakk et al. (2015) presents 17 possible measurement for ETO inventory 

management. Few interesting ones are: accuracy forecasting measurement which is comparison 

of real and forecasted material demand, purchase order to material receipt time, inventory 

carrying cost, cost of material obsolescence and inventory turnover which is ratio cost of goods 

sold to average inventory level. Manzini and Urgo (2018) are suggesting assigning level of 

criticality for the materials based on their affect to production and lead time delays and 

criticality can be used for inventory and supplier management optimization. One aspect of 

inventory management improvement in MTO and ETO environment is good efficient 

communication and coordination between material supply and production (Manzini & Urgo, 

2018).  

 

2.4 Theoretical framework 

Theoretical framework includes key findings from the theory that are useful in empirical 

section. Theoretical framework consists of four main parts: production management, role of 

inventories and inventory management, challenges of the ETO environment, and solutions for 

the challenges in ETO environment. Findings are collected in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Theoretical Framework 

 

   

•The ETO production is linked to customer order and 
the production process, including design, starts only 
after the customer order is received

•ETO production is often described as project-
oriented or one-of-a-kind. 

•The MTO production is initiated by customer order 
and products are customized for customer’s specific 
need, but there is less designing activities than in 
ETO production.

Production management

•Invetories are buffers between supply and demand 

•In manufacturing environment inventories hold raw 
materials, unfinished goods, and finished goods

•The function of inventory management is to 
determine what, when and how much to order 

•When an ETO company chooses an inventory 
management method, it is important to be aware of 
the theoretical background of the method and try to 
choose the most appropriate stochastic method for 
the situation

Role of inventories and inventory 
management

•Engineering of the product starts after customer 
order is placed and lot of work is done before the 
BOM can be finalized

•Difficult to fulfil required delivery times

•Demand fluctuations 

Challenges of the ETO 
environment

•Accurate inventory budget control

•Measures of how well material management is 
carried out

•Good efficient communication and coordination 
between material supply and production  

Solutions for the challenges in 
ETO environment
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3 DATA PROCESSING 

 

3.1 Raw Data and Limitations 

The inventory under study is owned by case company and it is the main user of the components, 

and other division working on same manufacturing plant may use components as well. 

Important is that only raw material inventory, consisting of different mechanical and electrical 

components, is under the scope of this thesis. Work-in-process and finished goods inventories 

are out of the scope for this thesis. The raw data used in this thesis is obtained from the ERP 

system, Power BI report and SharePoint. Raw data consist of 13 Excel files. Files and their 

content, source and use are summarized in Table 2. 

 

There are several limitations done for the raw data. Time limitation for historical data is two 

years. First records are from March 2019 and latest from February 2021. This is sufficient 

timeline, because if item is unused over one year, it should be scrapped. Timeline for forecast 

data is nine months forward from the start of the simulation.  

 

Three out of four production lines were selected for analysis, because inventory management 

of these lines is to be developed. Business of the out-of-scope production line differs from other 

three and more suitable inventory management and purchasing method has been already 

developed for the line. Raw materials that are expected to be consumed regularly in the future 

and marked as new, i.e. belonging to newer product generations, are interesting for the analysis, 

and developing inventory management of those is useful for the future. Therefore, items in 

ramp-down protocol are limited because those will be out of stock soon. 

 

After defining the restrictions data consist of 16 309 individual material numbers. It should be 

noted that the limitation was done for inventory data of February 2021 and that group of items 

were selected from the historical data. Some materials might have different material details in 

February 2021 than in previous months, one example of that is marking material new or old.  
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Table 2. Raw data files and their content 

File Rows Content Source Use 

Items 16 309 Item numbers selected for the analysis. ERP Current state 

analysis 

Inventory Data 1 027 644 Monthly inventory data from March 

2019 to February 2021. This includes 

numerical information about 

inventory e.g., stock size and value 

and usage information in units and 

money. Also, descriptive information 

about material such as commodity and 

production line. 

ERP Current state 

analysis 

Material Master 26 541 Moving average prize, material group, 

lot size delivery time and creation date 

by material number. Data consist all 

materials from two different plants, 

but only selected 16 309 materials are 

included in data model.  

ERP Current state 

analysis 

Weekly 

Consumption 

Data 

1 022 485 Material number, weekly usage in 

quantity and euros, usage unit and 

week. From March 2020 to February 

2021 

ERP Current state 

analysis 

(ABC/XYZ 

analysis) 

Detailed 

consumption data 

90 384 Data for limited group of 1250 

materials. Material number, posting 

data, quantity, production order no. 

and sales order no. From March 2019 

to February 2021 

ERP Simulation 

Forecast data 24 575 Data for limited group of 1250 

materials. Including material number, 

planned date and planned quantity. 

Next nine months from the start of 

simulation. 

ERP Simulation 

Continue next page 
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Table 2 cont. Raw data files and their content 

File Rows Content Source Use 

Total stock for 

beginning of the 

simulation. 

25 323 Data for limited group of 1250 

materials. Material number and total 

stock quantity. 

ERP Simulation 

Profit Centers 16 309 Profit center codes and names by item 

number. 

ERP Current state 

analysis 

ABC Class 44 963 Materials and their ABC class in 

February 2021 

Power BI Current state 

analysis 

XYZ Class 31 646 Materials and their XYZ class in 

February 2021. 

Power BI Current state 

analysis 

Zimage Materials 1 148 Material numbers that are part of 

Zimage process in February 2021. 

ERP Current state 

analysis 

Manual Materials 4 773 Material numbers that are removed 

from Inventory Control Tool (ICT) 

protocol. 

SharePoint Current state 

analysis 

ICT Materials 10 546 Material numbers that are part of ICT 

process. 

Power BI Current state 

analysis 

 

 

3.2 Data Quality 

Data quality is mainly good, but some values calculated by the ERP system are unreliable. That 

is because inventory data include some double rows of items when two fields in ERP system 

was not updated correctly. Other one, profit center information, is used in analysis. Therefore, 

profit center information is collected from ERP system and joined to an item number separately. 

Double rows in inventory data cause unreliability to stockturn value and that value is calculated 

during the data model creation to avoid incorrect values. The data has negative values, probably 

due to counter-entries made in the ERP system to correct incorrect events. In this thesis, 

negative values were otherwise included unchanged, but negative cycles except negative 

stockturn values was turned to zero.  

 

Consumption value to inventory data is collected in three-month or twelve-month periods, 

depending on the production line that owns the material. On production lines that concentrates 
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on ETO production, a longer observation period gives more realistic picture of consumption, 

while on other busines lines, where business is faster, the shorter period is justified. All 

materials have monthly value of twelve-months usage and that is used in analysis for 

consistency. For the materials that have three-month consumption, twelve-month usage is 

calculated by multiplying consumption value by four. It is not possible, with the company's 

current reporting methods, to find out the actual monthly consumption afterwards from 

inventory data reports. Also, it would be too time and computing resource consuming to retrieve 

this information from ERP system for the two-year analysis period.  

 

3.3 Data Model Creation 

Data analysis was performed with Qlik Sense Desktop. Data was processed applying the manual 

extract, transform and load (ETL) process (Figure 6). ETL process is commonly used in data 

warehousing. In extraction phase relevant data is retrieved from different sources. 

Transformation phase consist of cleansing and transformation. Rectification and 

homogenization are most common functions in cleansing. Important function of transformation 

is to convert data from source format to warehouse format. In last phase, load, data is loaded 

into data warehouse. Data can be loaded by updating or it can be completely rewritten. 

(Golfarelli & Rizzi, 2009)  

 

 

Figure 6. Manual ETL process applied in this thesis 

 

First step of data processing was limiting the group of items that are included in analysis in 

Excel. Limitations are described previously. In this case, at extract level, the raw data was read 

from Excel files and then formed a QlikView Data (QVD) file. No transformation or limitations 

were made at this point. QVD is Qlik native file type, which makes possible to read large data 
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tables typically 10-100 times faster than reading from other formats (QlikTech International, 

2021). 

 

At transformation level data were merged from several QVD files into a star schema data model. 

Dimensional modelling technique is used to build the data model. Final data model consisted 

of one fact table and two dimensions tables. Dimensions were calendar and material details. 

Data model is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Star schema of data model 

 

Creation of data model proceeded as follows. First, the inventory data from previous two years 

were read and temporary fact table created. Second, final fact table was created by reading 

selected material numbers and left joined with temporary fact table. These tables were joined 

with material number. That way out of scope materials from inventory data were omitted. Third, 

material details were read, and material details table created. That table connects to fact table 

with material number. Last, calendar was created and connected to fact table with the date of 

inventory data. All these tables were saved as separate QVD files. Data model was created on 

a way that it was possible to add new data to tables during analysis. 

 

While creating tables some data formatting was done. The field type of date and number fields 

was defined. Material number fields in every data table were changed to text, so the material 

number starting with zero will appear and connect correctly in analysis. Stockturn and total 

delivery time were calculated. New fields containing stockturn and delivery time classes were 

created based on stockturn and total delivery time fields with if-structure.  

 

At load level final data model was read from previously created QVD files and no formatting 

was done. Creation of front end, where visualizations and actual analysis are performed, started 

after the data model was loaded. 
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4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

4.1 Current Inventory Management Methods 

The analysis of the current state inventory management began with a mapping of the current 

inventory management methods and their use in the set of materials selected. Mapping was 

done from the documentation of the case company and by clarifying discussions with 

specialists. There are three different inventory management methods that are in use: Inventory 

Control Tool (ICT), Order Based Engineering (OBE) and dynamic target stock (Zimage). In 

addition to the these there is large amount of materials that are not part of any documented 

method and that group is called manually controlled materials in this thesis. When this thesis 

was done, the case company did not have detailed knowledge of content and special features of 

these four inventory management groups. Analysis will concentrate on gaining information 

about these groups. 

 

ICT is most common method using ABC/XYZ analysis and formula calculating appropriate 

safety stock size and the process is partially automated. Over the years, some items have been 

removed from the scope of the ICT method for a variety of reason and those are manually 

controlled. Items that belong to profit centers that are under application engineering and used 

in final products only according to specific customer requirements are controlled with OBE 

method. Some items are controlled in ERP system with dynamic safety stock updating system 

called Zimage. The shares of material quantity and inventory value by each group are shown in 

Figure 8 and characteristics of groups can be seen. OBE and manually controlled methods have 

large amount of materials, but the inventory value is smaller. In these groups are materials that 

have no stock, or the material average price is small. ICT and Zimage are the extreme in the 

number of titles and ICT is the most significant in inventory value.  
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Figure 8. Shares of material quantity and inventory value by inventory control method 

 

Inventory of the case company can be seen to consist of safety, cycle, work in progress, excess 

and obsolete stocks (Figure 9). Safety and cycle stocks are controlled by inventory management 

methods. Safety stock is the most significant way to manage inventory levels of ICT and 

Zimage controlled materials and for that there is a regular review. Other less relevant ways to 

control inventory level is optimal order quantity and reorder point. Cycle stock is regulated by 

order quantity, reorder point, demand plan and master production schedule (MPS). Number of 

excess and obsolete items is kept in minimum by forecast accuracy, life cycle management and 

managed engineering change notice (ECN) process. 
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Figure 9. Total stock of case company consists of four parts 

 

ICT 

In the ICT method, practices in regulating safety stock size vary depending on which category 

item is seen as belonging. Items are divided into the following categories: normal, ramp-

up/down and low/high risk. Size of the safety stock is regulated by ABC/XYZ-analysis and 

safety stock formula. Safety stock formula take demand, lead time, service level, critically and 

life cycle into account.  

 

ABC/XYZ classification is based on item usage and volatility of previous 26 weeks. ABC 

categories are formed in a way that 80 % of total consumption value form group A, 15 % of 

total consumption value form group B and rest 5 % of total consumption value form group C. 

Items that have no consumption belongs to group D. Volatility of an item, which is exploited 

in XYZ categorization, is calculated by dividing standard deviation of 26 weeks with average 

usage of 26 weeks. If volatility is under 40 % item is part of group X, if 40-100 % item is part 

of group Y and if over 100 % item is part of group Z. Exceptionally, 13 weeks has been used 

in volatility and usage calculation since spring 2020 due to Covid-19 situation. 

 

The appropriate safety stock size is calculated monthly by material. If a significant change in 

safety stock size is proposed for an item, must a supply planner accept the change. Also, in 

situation where not enough historical data is available, manual estimation of safety stock size 
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is done. The computation in use, is based on study Fill Rate Safety Stock Model published by 

of Ronald S. Tibben-Lembke in 2009. 

 

OBE 

Main idea of inventory management method used for OBE materials is to order only for need. 

Design team creates materials and places demand in ERP system and then purchasing team 

makes the orders for suppliers based on demand. OBE materials are identified by certain field 

value stored in the ERP system. Materials are per specific customer order. Often there is only 

one-use per material, but materials are not removed or marked in any way in the ERP system. 

There is no safety stock or pre-planned order sizes for OBE materials. Challenge in OBE orders 

is often time, delivery time requirements are strict and design, manufacturing and purchasing 

occurs simultaneously. 

 

Zimage 

Zimage process determines desirable coverage for materials in working days and it reacts to 

daily changes in demand by changing target stock level. Demand is based on forecast calculated 

in Sales and Operations Planning (SOP) process and requirements from sales orders. In the 

Zimage method, the materials are classified by predefined factors that are 3 months 

consumption forecast in EUR volume, past 6 months standard deviation, delivery time and 

number of supplies. Each class is tied to certain coverage profile and when the factors are 

changing so is the coverage profile. Coverage profiles are updated in ERP system monthly. 

 

Manual 

Materials, which are under the manual inventory control, are not monitored and regulated as 

precisely as those in other methods. Some manually controlled materials have designated 

person responsible for the inventory level. Materials removed from the ICT methods are 

manually controlled but those often have not a designated person. It would be important to 

review regularly is the removal still necessary.  

 

4.2 Current State Analysis 

The objective of current state analysis is to understand how inventory is formed of materials 

managed in different methods and how inventory is developed during the analysis period. First, 
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this chapter will introduce calculated measures used in analysis. After that each measure are 

reviewed over time and by material management method. Last, other analyzes describing the 

inventory are reviewed.  

 

Measures 

There are five calculated measures that are used in the analysis: quantity of material, inventory 

value in euros, consumption in euros, stockturn and material delivery time in days. They have 

been determined by specialist of the case company. These measures are created to support 

research question three “How to categorize and describe inventory materials and could some 

category benefit order-driven inventory management method?”. Measures will help to gain 

understanding of current state and to create scenarios for simulation. Measures are calculated 

according following formulas:  

 

Quantity of material is calculated: 

 

QM = ∑ (M)     (1) 

 

whereas  QM = quantity of material (unit) 

M = individual material number 

 

Inventory value is calculated: 

  

INV = TOTs * MAP / PU     (2) 

 

whereas  INV = Inventory value (€) 

TOTs = Total stock (unit) 

MAP = Moving average price (€) 

PU = Price unit (unit) 
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Consumption value is calculated: 

 

 C = ∑ (TOTu )    (3) 

 

whereas C = Consumption (€)  

 TOTu = Total usage value (€) 

 

Stockturn is calculated: 

 

 ST = U12 / TOTinv    (4) 

 

whereas ST = Stockturn 

 U12 = 12 months usage value (€) 

 TOTinv = Total inventory value (€) 

 

Material delivery time is calculated: 

 

 MDT = RT + DT    (5) 

 

whereas MDT = Material delivery time (days) 

 RT = Receipt time (days) 

 DT = Delivery time (days) 

 

When analyzing main measures over the two-year analysis period by inventory controlling 

method, ICT is the largest group in material quantity, inventory value and consumption. That 

was expected because it is the main controlling method in use. However, large amount of 

manually controlled materials was not. It was known that there are some, but the amount is 

larger than expected and it is important to find out what kind of items forms the group. OBE 

materials are the smallest in inventory value and consumption, and it has the lowest stockturn 

value. The Quantity of Zimage materials is the smallest and stockturn highest. All groups have 

low stockturn values. Target level of stockturn is still undefined, but experts agree that the 
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current level is unsatisfied. Average delivery time differs from 16 to 19 days in inventory 

controlling methods. Main measures by inventory control method are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Main measures by inventory control method for the whole analysis period 

Inventory 

Control 

Method 

Quantity of 

material 

(pcs) 

Quantity of 

material 

(%) 

Inventory 

value 

Consumpti

on value 

Stockturn Average 

delivery 

time (days) 

ICT 6849 42,0 % 47,1 % 45,5 % 3,90 18 

Manual 5329 32,7 % 28,9 % 28,7 % 4,12 18 

OBE 3128 19,2 % 3,0 % 4,1 % 2,47 16 

Zimage 1003 6,1 % 20,9 % 21,7 % 4,73 19 

 

Material Quantity 

Material quantity have risen steadily with new materials in all categories except Zimage, where 

the number of items has remained the same throughout the analysis period. The largest increase 

in the material quantity has taken place in the OBE category, where the number of materials 

has increased by 2104 individual material numbers and the increase has been 205,5 %. Increase 

of OBE materials are due to process where new material is created when it is ordered in first 

time and old unused materials are not removed from ERP system. OBE materials are often used 

only once and because of that the number of materials is increasing constantly. Number of ICT 

materials has increased by 16,9 % and manually controlled materials by 28,0 %. Increase of 

manually controlled materials is undesirable because all materials should have inventory 

management method. Material quantity is shown by inventory management method in Figure 

10. 
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Figure 10. Development of material quantity over time by inventory management method 

 

Inventory Value and Consumption 

Overall, inventory value has increased by 22,4 % during two-year analysis period. Value of 

OBE controlled materials has increased most in percent 94,0 %, but the inventory value is only 

3,0 % and the inventory value has been steady through whole analysis period. In Manually 

controlled items can been seen preparedness for Covid-19 as increase in inventory value since 

April 2020. Simultaneously inventory value of Zimage materials has decreased. Figure 11 

shows development of inventory value by material management method over time.  
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Figure 11. Development of inventory value over time by inventory management method 

 

For the consumption analysis of all materials, rolling 12-month consumption is used. 

Consumption of each material management method has been regular, and the shares are like 

inventory value. Figure 12 shows development of consumption value by material management 

method over time. 
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Figure 12. Development of consumption value over time by inventory management method 

 

Overall inventory value and consumption are shown on Figure 13. It can be said that inventory 

value has been steady for whole analysis period with current inventory management methods. 

To be able to release working capital tied up inventories, changes in re-ordering principles must 

take. Consumption has been larger than inventory value during the analysis period. In the first 

year there has been a small increase and second year small decrease. 
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Figure 13. Development of total inventory value and consumption over time. 

 

Stockturn 

Stockturn is developed in the wrong direction during the analysis period. After start of the 

Covid-19 situation stockturn of ICT and manually controlled materials is dropped under four 

and Zimage dipped. The most likely reason for that is a deliberate increase in stocks at the 

beginning of the crisis. Stockturn of Zimage material was lowest in May 2020 but has risen 

since to around five, and stockturn has been best in that group almost every month. Based on 

stockturn Zimage is performing well and it is a suitable inventory management method for 

materials belonging to it. Stockturn of OBE materials has been lowest during analysis period. 

That is due to errors in OBE ordering, when wrong material is ordered, and it is staying unused 

in stock. Figure 14 shows development of stockturn over time by inventory control group. 
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Figure 14. Development of stockturn over time by inventory control group 

 

Stockturn values were divided into six classes to examine in more detail what the differences 

are between the classes. This was done by changing stockturn value to cycle times. When 

stockturn value is over 12 material belongs to class 1: under 1 month, values between six and 

12 belongs to class 2: 1-2 months, values between three and six belongs to class 3: 3-4 months, 

values between one and three belongs to class 4: 5-12 months, values between zero and belongs 

to class 5: over 12 months and values equal to zero belongs to class 6: no usage. These values 

and classes are collected in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Change of stockturn to cycle time. 

Stockturn Cycle Time Class 

stockturn > 12 under 1 month 1: under 1 month 

12 ≥ stockturn > 6 1 month to under 3 months 2: 1-2 months 

6 ≥ stockturn > 3 3 months to under 5 months 3: 3-4 months 

3 ≥ stockturn > 1 5 months to under 12 months 4: 5-12 months 

1 ≥ stockturn > 0 12 months or over 5: over 12 months 

stockturn = 0 no usage 6: no usage 
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ICT and Zimage controlled materials have same kind of profile when analyzing inventory value 

by stockturn class. In both groups’ classes 3-4 months and 5-12 months are the most significant. 

Therefore, in OBE and specially manually controlled materials, class no usage is emphasized. 

When analyzing 12 months consumption, is highest in class under 1 month in all groups, except 

Zimage where the highest class is 1-2 months, when analyzing consumption by stockturn class.  

 

These findings support the notion that OBE and manually managed materials are either used 

immediately or they remain in stock. Sometimes in the OBE process, an error occurs, and then 

wrong material with no use is ordered. There are two types of error in process. First is 

communication error, when engineering department changes product plan, but the information 

is not on time in purchasing. Second is error in material requirements planning (MRP) process. 

If the process run same time in ERP system when purchasing order is done, demand is generated 

twice and too much materials will be ordered. These materials form the no usage group before 

excess material is scrapped. Figure 15 is showing inventory value by inventory management 

method and stockturn class. 

 

 

Figure 15. Inventory value by inventory management method and stockturn class 
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Material Delivery Time 

Material delivery time consist of supplier lead time and receipt time. These values are added 

together, and total delivery time is used for analysis. In practice, this means time from purchase 

order to reception of the material. Delivery time was divided in six classes: one week, two 

weeks, three weeks, four weeks, five to six weeks and over 7 weeks. During the two-year 

analysis period shares of inventory value by material delivery time have remained same size. 

The three weeks delivery time class is the most significant in terms of inventory value. The 

smallest class is one-week delivery time.  

 

OBE materials occur in every delivery time class, even though they are ordered for need. Most 

common class for OBE materials is three weeks delivery time and second is five to six weeks. 

This observation makes it possible to say that order-based material management method can 

have quite long delivery times. This finding is interesting for the next steps of the thesis. Other 

inventory management methods have same profile in delivery time - three weeks is most 

common class and long delivery times are emphasized over short ones. In Figure 16 is inventory 

value by material delivery class. 

 

 

Figure 16. Inventory value by material delivery class 
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ABC/XYZ 

ABC/XYZ categories are used for ICT controlled methods. Based on the documentation of the 

case company. ABC categories should base on consumption and A material should be 80 % of 

total consumption, B 15 %, and C 5 %. XYZ categories should base on volatility of 

consumption and X category should have volatility under 40 %, Y category between 40 % to 

100 % and Z category over 100%. In practice, this is not entirely true for this selected group of 

materials. In February 2021 A materials are 52,1 % of total consumption, B materials 27,2 % 

of total consumption, C materials 14,4 % of total consumption and D materials 6,3 % of total 

consumption. Average volatility of X category is 50,7 %, Y category 74,9 % and Z category 

74,2 %.  

 

Although consumption and volatility values are not optimal, highest, and lowest consumption 

values are correctly distributed in the ABC/XYZ matrix in Figure 17. Lowest consumption 

values are in category C, which is desired. The inventory value behaves similarly to 

consumption. Volatility of consumption is quite similar in all categories and clear difference 

between categories is not visible. This raises the question of whether the current method for 

creating XYZ categories is appropriate and trustworthy. Limitation to data must take in 

consideration when validating results from ABC/XYZ analysis. This data set has only limited 

amount of materials part of ICT methods and ABC/XYZ process. It is possible that with all 

materials the results could be better. 
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Figure 17. Highest and lowest quantity of materials, inventory value and consumption 

 

The smallest group of materials by quantity is category AZ, it includes 39 individual materials 

and the largest is category CZ with 3224 individual materials. Also, categories AY, AX and 

BX have low quantity of materials. This indicates that only small part of materials is the most 

valuable. 

 

4.3 Scenarios for Order-Based Inventory Management 

After analyzing current inventory control groups and methods it could be seen that each method 

has pros and cons. It was clear that in manual, ICT and Zimage groups are materials that could 

benefit order-based inventory control method. OBE method is ordered only for need, so these 

were excluded from scenarios. All these have materials that have low stockturn. In ICT group, 

58 % of materials have a safety stock and it indicates that demand of materials with no safety 

stock is seen low. Manual materials would benefit to have some controlled method for inventory 

management. Three scenarios were decided to create. 

 

When creating scenarios, which order-based inventory management model should be tested, it 

was necessary to create rules to limit materials and create groups. Material age must be over 

one year, so consumption level can be validated to be low. In order that the new approach 
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generate savings, the unit price of the items cannot be too low. Then inventory value will 

decrease after current inventory is used. In this case, the unit price over 100 € was considered 

as high. These three rules are valid for all materials and all scenarios. These rules limit the 

material quantity to 1250 individual materials. For that material group, detailed consumption 

and forecast data was added to data model from ERP system. 

 

To separate scenarios from each other, two more rules were created. Order delivery time must 

be short enough, to avoid risk of production delays and not to meet customer’s delivery lead 

time. Two options for fast delivery time were selected. First is under 30 days and second is 

under 14 days. These selections are based on material delivery time analysis (Figure 16), where 

OBE controlled material has also 5 to 6 weeks delivery times. If OBE material delivery time 

can be that long, it should be possible to use maximum of 30 days delivery time for the 

scenarios. Sheikh-Zadeh et al. (2021) emphasized the meaning of using key performance 

indicators in material categorization and number of customer orders is used as such in this 

thesis. Consumption is validated with number of customer orders used in previous 12 months. 

When customer order quantity is 24 or under it can be said that consumption is low. Then new 

orders come on average twice a month. Tighter rule for consumption is under 12, when new 

order come on average once a month.  

 

Rules were set for three scenarios and name Scenario 1 (broad), Scenario 2 (medium), and 

Scenario 3 (modest). Rules are collected in Table 5. Broad scenario has the loosest rules, 

medium something in between and modest the tightest. 
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Table 5. Rules of creating groups suggestions for order-based inventory control method 

Rule Scenario 1 (broad) Scenario 2 (medium) Scenario 3 (modest) 

Inventory Control 

Method 
ICT, Zimage, Manual ICT, Zimage, Manual ICT, Zimage, Manual 

Material Age Over one year Over one year Over one year 

Moving Average Price 

(unit price) 
Over 100 € Over 100 € Over 100 € 

Order Delivery time Under 30 Under 30 Under 14 

Number of Customer 

Orders used in 

previous 12 months 

Under 24 Under 12 Under 12 

 

4.4 Simulation 

Idea of simulation is to find out in what time the current stock has been consumed and how 

inventory level decreases if the pre-orders were stopped right away. Current inventory level and 

cumulative forecast is compared. Current level of each scenario was viewed in material quantity 

and inventory value. Cumulative forecast is calculated by adding the values of forecast month 

to previous months. Three different scenarios, broad, medium, and modest, was used in the 

simulation. In Figure 18 principle of the simulation is visualized. Horizontal line is the 

inventory level at the beginning of simulation and the arising arrow is cumulative consumption. 

In the cross of current level and cumulative consumption is the point where current inventory 

of scenario is used. After that point no safety stock exist, and all the material needs in production 

must be met with new orders from suppliers. 
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Figure 18. Simulation principle 

 

Simulation is done with ceteris paribus assumption. In that assumption all other things are being 

equal to starting point of the simulation and only the purchasing behavior of the selected items 

changes. Rest of the inventory is staying stable and the inventory level of scenario is decreasing. 

The desired change is visualized in Figure 19.  

 

 

Figure 19. Simulation with ceteris paribus assumption 
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Material quantity and forecast data for the simulation of inventory changes was collected after 

current inventory analysis for the materials involved in the scenarios. Material quantities are 

the end of month values for the month preceding the simulations. Forecast data consist of a 

forecast material consumption in quantity for the next nine months. These data files were 

concatenated to fact table created earlier. Inventory value for the forecast was calculated with 

formula 2, same way as in other analyses.  

 

Three scenarios differ from each other with several ways and measures are collected in Table 

6. Quantity of materials limited to 947 materials in Scenario 1 (broad). When tightening rules 

for Scenario 2 (medium) and Scenario 3 (modest) quantity of materials drop to 876 and 302. 

Relative inventory value and possible exemption of working capital differs from 9,4 % to 1,3 

%. In all scenarios majority of the materials are manually controlled. This is an overall benefit 

since manually controlled materials do not have a standardized process for inventory 

management and developing one would be beneficial in the future. Average material delivery 

time is 14 days for broad and medium scenarios and five days for modest scenario. Average 

unit price is between 307 and 408 euros. Stockturn is low, under 2,5, in all scenarios and that 

indicates that the current method is not optimal for these materials and there is good possibility 

to improve it. Materials are over 5-year-old on average in all scenarios and those probably have 

settled consumption and need. 

 

Table 6. Measures describing groups 

Measure Scenario 1 (broad) Scenario 2 (medium) Scenario 3 (modest) 

Quantity of Materials 947 876 302 

Relative Inventory 

Value (Feb 2021) 

9,4 % 7,0 % 1,3 % 

Shares of inventory 

controlling method 

(material quantity) 

Manual 69,9 % 

ICT 30,1 % 

Manual 71,9 % 

ICT  28,1 % 

Manual 89,1 % 

ICT 10,9 % 

Average Delivery 

Time 

14 days 14 days 5 days 

Average Unit Price 405,80 € 408,00 € 307,00 € 

Stockturn 1,53 1,37 2,37 

Average Material Age 6,7 years 6,5 years 5,4 years 
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In broad scenario the working capital release would be achieved in four months in inventory 

value (Figure 20). In medium scenario the working capital release would be achieved in six 

months in inventory value (Figure 21). In modest scenario the working capital release would 

be achieved in seven and half months (Figure 22) but in material quantity it would not be 

achieved in forecast period. 

 

 

Figure 20. Broad scenario with inventory value 
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Figure 21. Medium scenario with inventory value 

 

 

Figure 22. Modest scenario with inventory value 

 

Implementing the change have benefits and risks. Benefits are cost related and improvement to 

stockturn. Possible savings gained from material management method change for the scenarios 

are two-fold. First, when inventory value is decreased, working capital is released from 

inventory. Second, when physical storage decreases direct and indirect storage costs are 
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decreased. This thesis focused on working capital release, but reduction of storage cost should 

be considered before moving on to the implementation phase. Stockturn improvement can be 

estimated with historical data. When materials part of scenarios is delimited outside the 

analysis, is stockturn in all inventory management methods better than with scenario materials. 

In historical data, improvement of stockturn is around 0,5 to 1. It means that stockturn class 

would be more often 3-4 months rather than 5-12 months. 

 

The risks are more diverse than the benefits and should be avoided. Customer satisfaction 

decrease is possible risk that the case company do not want to take. If new order method causes 

production delay and longer lead time that is very likely to cause dissatisfaction on the part of 

the customer. Overall service level combines many factors, and if implementing scenario, the 

magnitude of the effect on customer satisfaction should be viewed. When materials are 

purchased in smaller batches, buying cost savings are loosed. That might mean higher purchase 

costs for some materials. 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 Answers to Research Questions 

This research focused on studying the inventory management of the case company with data 

analytical approach. The objective of the thesis was twofold. First objective was to gain 

information about current state of raw material inventory and second was to identify inventory 

materials for which inventory management should be improved. Hypothesis was that there is a 

group of materials for which the current inventory management method does not work 

optimally, and order-based inventory management could be a solution. 

 

Three research questions were created. First question, what kind of special features are required 

for inventory management in the ETO environment, directed the thesis towards literature 

review. Selected literature sources emphasized that ETO production is customer order driven 

and the demand is difficult to forecast. That makes inventory management more challenging 

than in MTS production as an example. The theoretical background of the inventory 

management method for ETO company should be stochastic. 
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Second question, what are the current inventory management methods and how have they 

performed, directed the thesis towards data analysis. Three documented inventory management 

methods, ICT, OBE, and Zimage, were presented and in addition to them, there was a group of 

materials that had no actual and documented method. Zimage method is performing well. 

Stockturn is the best of the methods and when divided into stockturn classes it conforms to the 

normal distribution. Also, ICT method is performing well, but the ABC/XYZ analysis deviates 

from the target values within the observed group and stockturn could be better. OBE is 

performing weakest, and the most likely reason is the unused materials and the errors in the 

ordering process. Manually controlled materials are indistinct and there is lot of variance. In 

that group 10 % of materials have safety stock and it may be a remnant of a time when these 

materials have belonged to the ICT category. There is also lot of unused materials. 

 

In addition to these observations, several small, but important to the case company, observations 

were made. OBE and manually managed materials are either used immediately or they remain 

in stock. The longer a material is in stock the less likely it is to be used. Unused OBE and 

manually managed materials could be scrapped or possibly resold. Consumption value is 

staying quite similar through whole analysis period, but the case company’s own view is that it 

varies a lot and it makes forecasting difficult. This might be reason of the large groups that are 

observed in analysis. When examining at the material level the consumption differs a lot.   

 

Third question, how to categorize and describe inventory materials and could some category 

benefit order-driven inventory management method, directed the thesis toward scenarios and 

simulation. In scenario development phase, 947 potential materials were found for order-based 

inventory management simulation. In simulation, the scenario 1 (broad) turned out most 

potential and next step could be planning and implementing order-based inventory management 

method for that groups of materials. The simulation supports the validity of the case company’s 

starting hypothesis. 

 

Putkivaara (2020) used a statistical model to estimate inventory reduction. In that research were 

found 48 % and 37 % reduction potential in the case companies. That potential is higher than 

in the simulation done in this thesis. The case company can consider increasing number of 

selected materials if the service level can be obtained. 
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5.2 Suggestions for Inventory Development 

Based on results from simulation, Scenario 1 (broad) and Scenario 2 (medium) can be 

recommended, but the Scenario 3 (modest) cannot be recommended. In broad and medium 

scenario, the working capital release is significant and that is worth of changing inventory 

management method. In broad scenario, time to inventory value decrease is fast, only four 

months. That makes it suitable candidate for implementation because result can be seen and 

validated fast. It will also give inventory management method for larger number of manually 

controlled materials than medium scenario. In modest scenario time to achieve working capital 

release and possible inventory value decrease are not in balance. Time is long and inventory 

value decrease is low. With modest scenario the change would be insignificant. 

 

If the case company begins to implement order-based inventory management method for broad 

scenario, some actions must be taken first. Inventory management method must be defined in 

detail. There are two options for method selection. The first is, not to create a new method but 

to integrate more materials into the OBE method. The OBE is already working as order-based 

inventory management method. Other one is to implement a new method for these materials. 

The selection of method should be done thoughtfully, and theoretical knowledge can utilize in 

selection. Selection should be done with “need first” rather than “method first” approach. Rules 

for scenarios and material selections must be validated. Material delivery time must be in line 

with customer lead time of the end product. Effects on customer satisfaction should viewed 

critically. Practical experiences and best practices could be fined out by benchmarking 

companies using a similar method. Discussion with purchasing department need to take place 

to determine appropriate time for the change and to find out can the material supply contractions 

change. Purchasing can also estimate the buying cost saving losses and material suitability.  

Proposals of next steps are collected in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Proposals of next steps for the case company. 

Actions before implementation Details 

Selection of inventory management method OBE or new inventory management method 

Validation of material selections Checking rules for scenario creation and ensure 

that material selections are sensible.  

Review the effect on service level Service level is critical factor and the effect on 

that should be viewed in detail. 

Benchmarking To find out practical experiences and best 

practices for order-based inventory 

management. 

Discussions with purchasing department Discussion to determine appropriate time for the 

change, to estimate the buying cost saving 

losses, and material suitability. 

 

In addition to order-based inventory management method, other development actions may be 

proposed. Because the case company did not have visibility to current inventory management 

methods, a new report to Power BI should be created for that. That could help to see if the 

amount of manually controlled items is increasing and how different methods are performing. 

Also, target levels for key performance indicators for inventory management, such as stockturn, 

could be determined. Proposal for stockturn target level is over 5. These could help to estimate 

success of future development actions.  

 

ABC/XYZ classification process used in ICT method should be validated. If the classes are far 

from targets, the classification does not give the desired results. Based on analysis of this thesis, 

cannot say is the ABC/XYZ process reliable or not. Large number of manually controlled items 

was unexpected and undesirable and the group basically forms materials removed from ICT 

method. For that reason, removal from ICT should have a review process. In that process, 

reason and expected time for removal should be documented, and regularly the need for 

removal should be assessed. Materials should be returned under the ICT method if possible. 

Zimage method is performing well in current state analysis. Suitable materials could be added 

to that method. OBE process has two identified errors, and because of which unused materials 

remain in stock. It would be good to think about how to prevent this situation from happening. 
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Mello et al. (2017) emphasized the importance of communication between engineering and 

production activities. This is important with engineering and purchasing also. 

 

5.3 Limitations and contribution 

The most significant limitations are the limitations done for data selection as data guided the 

whole process of the thesis and scenarios were created based on data analysis. In the scope of 

the thesis was the current inventory management methods and the data analysis focused on 

those groups. In future research it would be interesting to go deeper into the material level. 

Especially, utilization of detailed consumption data to identify material profiles would be 

interesting. To accomplish this, more effective ways to data processing, e.g. data warehousing, 

is needed. Also, future research should focus on planning and implementing new method for 

that could benefit more dynamic order-based inventory management method. It was not under 

the scope of this thesis to investigate suitable method for order-based inventory management 

and that work needs to be done. 

 

The thesis is done during the time when libraries were closed, and all the sources had to be 

electronical, and because of that some interesting books and studies could not be used. Despite 

this a variety of references were used to gather information about inventory management in 

ETO production. Many of research done in ETO perspective is focusing on supply chain or a 

large project such as ship building. Inventory management is research topic in this special 

environment. Only one article found introduced a novel approach to inventory planning of ETO 

production (Radke & Tseng, 2012). That research has also been referred to in recent 

publications, but they do not address the inventory management aspect in the ETO environment. 

There is a need for future research on area of inventory management in the ETO environment. 

 

Validity of data model and measures for analysis were inspected with existing Power BI report 

and Excel calculations. This makes the results truthful and reliable. Although the production 

plant and inventories could not be accessed during the time of working on the thesis, get quite 

good picture of issues by talking to experts.  

 

This thesis works as a great starting point in discussions over the future development actions in 

the case company. It provided valuable additional information about current inventory 
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management methods and their problems and was able to show the possible savings if 

development actions are taken. Also, the thesis showed that the current inventory management 

methods are functional and valid although every method have some areas of development. 
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